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BEHAVIORAL SAFETY has many advocates and
many critics. Advocates have seen or experienced the
effects of a well-designed process on incident rates
(Cooper, 2003; Lyon, 2001; Veazie, 1999). Conversely,
critics do not believe it truly involves workers in the
overall safety process (Howe, 1998) and believe the
concept has run its course (Naso, 2002). The promotion of operant theory (Skinner, 1953) within the
behavioral safety field (Geller, 1996; McSween, 2002;
Krause, 1997) has led many to believe that the
antecedent-behavior-consequence model focuses
almost exclusively on the psychology of safety.
In reality, like other safety management interventions, behavioral safety processes require a concerted effort by all to produce desired results. A simple
five-step management model (known as CLEAR)
shows there is no magic bullet involved:
•Clarify the objectives.
•Locate the problems.
•Execute the change strategy.
•Assess current progress.
•Review and adapt the process.
The purpose of a behavioral safety process is to
reduce incidents triggered by unsafe or at-risk behaviors. To achieve this, specific behavioral problems are
identified by focusing on incidents that result from the
interaction between people and
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maintaining that behavior so that appropriate corrective actions can be taken. Executing the change strategy usually involves addressing the antecedents to
remove barriers while the associated safety behaviors
are placed on checklists so workers can conduct observations of ongoing behavior. Observation results
are used to facilitate corrective feedback (i.e., a consequence) to those observed and to track overall
progress. The trends in observation data over a period of time are used to adapt the process to suit the
particular circumstances (e.g., change the behaviors
on the observation checklists, provide tailgate topics).
Evolutionary Changes
Since its inception and application in the mid1970s, behavioral safety has undergone a series of
evolutionary changes. The first approach, popular in
the early 1970s to mid-1980s, was largely a supervisory, top-down-driven process. Based on operant
theory (Skinner, 1953), supervisors observed worker
behavior, gave feedback and provided some form of
positive or negative reinforcement. Behavior change
did not last once reinforcers were removed. Simple
and cheap to implement, this approach attracted
legitimate criticism (Howe, 1998) that has since been
hard to dispel.
Perhaps as a reaction to those criticisms, employee-led processes emerged during the early-1980s. In
these interventions, which are still common, employees develop the overall process, conduct peerto-peer or workgroup-based observations and
provide feedback. However, the downside was (and
is) the exclusion of management, leading to the common perception that behavioral safety processes
focus solely on employee behavior (Hopkins, 2006).
This led, in the 1990s, to the cultural approach
based on the concept of a managerial and employee
partnership. Employees monitor the behavior of all
members of a workgroup or work area, and managers regularly monitor their own safety-related
leadership behaviors (e.g., whether they reviewed
and closed out corrective actions). Everyone involved receives regular feedback, with some also
receiving tangible reinforcers or incentives (Chand-
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ler & Huntebrinker, 2003). Surveys of behavioral
To date, the impact of observation focus on injury
safety users show that all three approaches are reduction and behavior change has not been assessed.
widely used around the world (Cooper, 2008).
Many processes adopt a one-on-one, peer-to-peer
observation approach, where a trained observer
approaches a colleague, asks permission to observe
Key Components of Behavioral Safety
Regardless of the approach adopted (all are based the person while working, then provides on-the-spot
on the same psychological principles), many key feedback once the observation is complete (Geller,
structural components can affect the success of a 1996; Krause, 1997; McSween, 2002). This approach
behavioral safety implementation. Many primary requires as many observers as possible and people
academic research articles have addressed these willing to be observed. It also requires much time and
(DePasquale & Geller, 1999; Sulzer-Azaroff & Austin, effort to recruit observers and to sustain their motiva2000) while others are based on received wisdom tion over the longer term (Whitney, 2006).
Other processes adopt a workgroup observation
(Hurst & Payla, 2003). Each has tried to address the
most efficient way to design the process to produce approach, where one or more trained observers
embedded within each workgroup monitor the
positive results in a cost-effective manner.
behavior of their colleagues during a single observaThe components of an ideal process are:
•Identify unsafe behaviors (obtained from injury tion (Cooper, 1998). Typically, permission to observe
is not required. Feedback is provided immediately if
and near-hit incident records).
•Develop appropriate observation checklists the observer is comfortable doing so. In addition,
analyses of the workgroup observations for the
(which feature behaviors implicated in injuries).
•Educate everyone. Tell and sell to all, and train entire week are discussed at weekly workgroup
meetings. To avoid observer fatigue, colleagues
observers, facilitators and champions.
•Assess ongoing safety behavior by conducting rotate into that role every few months. This way,
everyone eventually becomes an observer. At the
behavioral observations.
•Provide limitless feedback—verbal, graphical same time, updating the behavioral checklists
ensures a focus on relevant safety behaviors.
and written—on results.
Self-observation approaches are often used for
Some processes go further and include goal-setlone
workers (e.g., drivers) who provide self-feedting, training and/or incentives. Sulzer-Azaroff and
Austin (2000) stated that the effectiveness of the var- back when completing the observation checklist
ious approaches is often dictated by the purpose of (Olsen & Austin, 2001). Compiled data are often anaimplementation. They cite variations in observation lyzed for all lone workers to provide information
frequency and mechanisms of feedback, priorities, about training needs and other corrective actions.
A less-common approach is to focus on outcomes
support structures and roles of key personnel.
Variations in work settings (e.g., static and dynamic) of behavior. This approach is akin to weekly manand observation focus (e.g., individuals, work- agement walk-arounds focused on unsafe conditions. Typically, these will have a particular theme,
groups, outcomes) are also factors.
Therefore, many process designs exist, some of such as housekeeping, PPE use or hazard identificawhich may be more effective in particular circum- tion. Again, employees receive immediate verbal
stances than others. For example, a behavioral feedback during these observation tours.
process might be configured differently for static
(e.g., manufacturing plant) or dynamic (e.g., con- Feedback Mechanisms
struction) work settings that experience constant
Academic behavioral safety reviews (Cameron &
change in people or the working environment.
Duff, 2007; Grindle, Dickinson & Boettcher, 2000;
McAfee & Winn, 1989; Sulzer-Azaroff, Harris &
Observation Processes
McCann, 1994) indicate the importance of feedback,
Observations are the foundation of a behavioral the purpose of which is to allow people to adjust
safety process; they provide opportunities for verbal their performance. Many processes use various comfeedback and coaching at the point of contact. In prin- binations of available feedback mechanisms (e.g.,
ciple, observations are analyzed to provide objective verbal, graphical, written, tokens). Verbal feedback
decision-making data (e.g., provide tailgate topics, between the observed and observer at the point of
identify training needs). Two aspects of observation contact is probably the most heavily used approach
processes might affect outcomes: frequency and focus. (Coplen, Ranney & Zuschlag, 2007). CorrespondingIn terms of observation frequency, most processes ly, behavioral safety steering committee members
monitor the contact rate—the rate of contacts between spend much time and effort recording and evaluatobservers and those observed. While some processes ing the quality of these feedback interactions, while
advocate daily contact (Cooper, 1998) because it pro- simultaneously trying to keep the observations
vides a more reliable picture of ongoing safety per- anonymous (no names recorded).
Many also display charts in the workplace to
formance, others recommend two or three times a
week (Komaki, Barwick & Scott, 1978), once per week visually report trends in behavioral performance. In
or a few times a year. Anecdotal evidence (Geller, effect, they highlight how close to 100% safe the
1996; McSween, 2002) suggests the greater the contact recorded observations indicate people are working.
In some instances, a target (assigned by a steering
rate, the larger the impact on incident rates.

Abstract: Behavioral
safety interventions
vary greatly across the
facilities that have used
them. This review of
published literature
examines the potential
impact of process
designs and their components to determine
which are most effective. Injury reduction
and behavior change
are used as key effectiveness indicators.
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committee or set jointly by the workforce) is indicated on the chart as a motivational element of the
process (Cameron & Duff, 2007).
Some processes also use written feedback based
on an analysis of the compiled observation data. In
some processes, workgroups receive the data at dedicated weekly briefings. In others, steering committees report the summary data to management each
month or give it to focus groups with the explicit
intention of eliminating barriers to performance.
Some processes also provide tokens or incentives as
a form of feedback to reinforce good performance.
Process Design Structure
Some processes make use of goal-setting, safety
training, competition, incentives or a combination of
these along with the observation and feedback components (Cameron & Duff, 2007). Goal-setting is
motivational as it focuses people’s attention and
commits people to a particular course of action
(Cooper, 1993).
In essence, there are three types of goals: implicit,
assigned or participative. Feedback-only interventions use implicit goals, where the underlying
assumption is to improve performance to 100% safe.

Table
Table 1 1
Studies Reviewed
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Assigned goals are usually determined and set by
those in authority, such as managers and steering
committees, with no input from the workforce.
Participative goals are set jointly and are agreed
upon by all involved with reaching the goal.
Average levels of behavioral performance measured during a baseline period at the beginning of a
process are used as the starting point to help set targets. In some cases, targets are changed as soon as
the original target has been reached; in others, the
target is set for a specific period to allow certain safety behaviors to become habitual.
Although not seen as an integral part of behavioral
safety, safety training is usually present in some form.
The initial training focuses on the at-risk behaviors
identified in incident analysis. Thereafter, the training
focuses on specific issues (e.g., manual handling)
highlighted by analysis of observation data.
The use of competition between workgroups or
departments and incentives in particular can be controversial because it can be viewed as paying for
good safety performance (Gibb & Foster, 1996).
Arguments for (Sims, 1999) and against (Krause,
1998) these methods have been published. Regardless, many behavioral safety processes (and safety in
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general) often use competition to reinforce and/or
reward good performance.
Given the complexity and variety of approaches,
it makes sense to try to identify the optimum design
of a behavioral safety process. Academic studies
have established that behavioral safety works.
However, to date no review has examined the potential impact of process designs and their components
to determine which are most effective. The author’s
study attempted to do so using injury reduction and
behavior change as key effectiveness indicators.
Method
Literature Search
A wide-ranging literature search located 106 professional and academic behavioral safety articles.
These were examined and included in this review
only if they 1) focused solely on occupational safety;
2) quantified behavioral change and incident reductions; 3) stated observation contact rates; and 4) were
written in English. Seventeen studies met these criteria. Of these, five reported the results of two or
more separate studies within the article. In total, this
provided 24 useable data sets (Table 1).
Common study characteristics were identified
and coded. The fundamental components included
1) the focus of monitoring (individuals, workgroups,
outcomes); 2) observation frequency; and 3) feedback mechanisms used (posted, verbal, written,
briefings). Component structures included safety
training, goal-setting and incentives or competition.
Study outcomes were the degree of injury reduction
and behavioral improvement.
Data Transformations
Many of the studies reported success in different
ways. To ensure equitable comparisons, several data
transformations were required:
•Behavioral change. The degree of behavioral
improvement was obtained directly from the reported statistics or by subtracting the reported baseline
score from the final intervention score when the specific degree of improvement was not reported.
•Incident reduction. A similar procedure ascertained the degree of injury reduction. In one study
containing three data sets (Reber, Wallin & Chokar,
1990), baseline injury figures encompassed the preceding 3 years, rather than the corresponding period
in the previous 12 months. This could inflate or
deflate the claimed degree of injury reduction. To
ensure correct comparison with the other studies,
the reported injury rate baseline was divided by 36
months to obtain an average monthly injury rate.
The product was multiplied by 12 to obtain an estimate of the prior annual injury rate.
•Incident rates. The calculation of reported
injury rates also differed across the studies. Some
were based on 100,000 or 200,000 hours worked and
some on 1 million hours. All injury rates were recalculated to reflect the rate for 200,000 hours worked.
This did not affect the magnitude of change within
any individual study, it merely facilitated like-forlike comparisons across the studies.

Analytic Method
Meta-analysis is a quantitative review
method commonly used to synthesize
data from multiple studies (Hunter &
Schmidt, 1990) to provide an estimate of
the mean treatment effect. This requires
the use of a common metric and is usually obtained by converting the results of
each study into a standardized difference
score (d) or correlation coefficient (r).
Accumulated across all studies of interest
and corrected for error, the outcome provides statistically valid estimates of the
mean treatment effect.
Cohen’s standardized difference score
(d) is the statistic used in this review. In
essence, this is obtained by dividing any
gain in scores (Xpre - Xpost) resulting from
an intervention, by the spread of scores
(SDpooled). In other words, Cohen’s d is
the difference in mean scores divided by
the pooled standard deviation of the relevant before and after scores. As such, d
represents standard deviation units.
When greater than 0.8 the effect is considered large (Cohen, 1992), but not
necessarily statistically significant. Confidence intervals are used to determine statistical significance. When the range between the upper and
lower limits exclude zero, the results are considered
statistically significant. Conversely, confidence intervals that include zero (i.e., no effect) are not considered statistically significant.

Given the
complexity of
the process and
variety of
approaches used
in workplaces
to implement
behavioral safety,
it makes sense
to try to identify
the optimum design
of a behavioral
safety process.

Analysis of Study Characteristics
The injury and behavior change data for each
study were transformed into common treatment
effect sizes (Cohen’s d) using dedicated meta-analytic software (Borenstein & Rothstein, 1999). For each
component or process design, the studies were separated into groups containing the same characteristics and analyzed to establish the degree of behavior
change and injury reduction.
For each analysis, the accumulated and averaged
treatment effect sizes of the various behavioral safety components form the basis for the reported
results. The meta-analytic software also produces
confidence intervals and significance tests. Those
failing to achieve significance are highlighted by ns.
All other results achieved statistical significance at
either 0.01 (99%) or 0.05 (95%) levels (Table 2, p. 40).
Results
Overall Results
The 17 studies were conducted in the U.S. (n = 12)
and Europe (n = 5). The total number of people
involved in all the studies was 25,852. The average
length of the studies was 60 weeks (range = +/- 30).
For all studies combined, Cohen’s d was 3.18 for
behavior change and 5.21 for injury rate reduction.
These large effect sizes show that behavioral safety
processes positively affect behavior and reduce incident rates.
www.asse.org FEBRUARY 2009 PROFESSIONAL SAFETY
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Table
Table 2 2
Degree of Behavior Change & Injury Reduction

Work Settings
The studies included 13 static (e.g., automotive,
manufacturing, metal refining, postal services, vehicle maintenance) and 11 dynamic (e.g., construction,
offshore oil and gas, police services, shipbuilding
and transit operations) work settings. As shown in
Figure 1, processes implemented in static settings
reduced the average incident rate by 6.6 SD units,
compared to 3.6 SD units in dynamic settings.
Behavior changes were also twice as large in static
(d = 4.2) settings compared to dynamic settings
(d = 1.9). Thus, in these reviewed studies, behavioral
safety appears to work better in static settings, with
stable workforces and/or in stable environments.

and weekly. Six studies reported daily observations,
with data for 10 interventions (Table 2). Eight studies observed two or three times per week, with 10
data sets. Three studies observed weekly with four
sets of data.
The results (Figure 2) reveal that daily contact led
to greater injury reduction (d = 7.0) than intermittent
contact (d = 5.8), but the latter exerted a slightly larger impact on behavioral change. For weekly observations, the impact on injury reduction and behavior
change was not statistically significant (d = 0.7), signaling minimal contact rates will not always change
behavior or reduce injuries.

Observation Focus
Eight studies encompassing 11 data sets contained
Observation Frequency
Contact rate was grouped into three observation workgroup observations. Six studies with eight data
conditions: daily, intermittent (2 or 3 days per week) sets used individual one-on-one observations, while
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three studies with five data sets observed the out- change (d = 6.7) was much greater than other combicomes of behavior (e.g., housekeeping).
nations. Perhaps this reflects the increased opportuniFigure 3 (p. 42) shows that injury reduction was ties for discussion between all involved to address
greater for workgroup based observations
(d = 7.1) than a focus on outcomes (d = 5.5)
Figure 1
or individuals (d = 2.5). Similarly, greater
behavioral change was reported for workgroups (d = 3.9) followed by individual oneon-one observations (d = 2.8) and
outcome-based approaches (d = 2.2). As
outcome-based approaches explicitly focus
on unsafe conditions where behavior
change is indirect, greater behavior change
for workgroup and individual approaches
is not surprising. As a whole, these results
show that workgroup observations are
more effective than one-on-one, peer-topeer observations.
Because many case studies suggest that
one-on-one observations are effective, the
studies were further analyzed by observation focus and work setting to assess possible situational impacts. Incident rate
reductions (Figure 4, p. 42) show a clear
effect of situational influences on observational approaches.
Workgroup observations were far more
effective in static (d = 10.87) than dynamic
(d = 0.47, ns) settings. Explanations may
reside in ideal culture change conditions
arising from long-term stable workgroups
in static settings, compared to transient
workforces in dynamic settings.
One-on-one approaches reduce injuries
Figure 2
significantly more in dynamic (d = 5.02)
than static (d = 1.65) settings. Little differences were found for behavior change,
suggesting that one-on-one observation
approaches lend themselves to dynamic
settings. Both one-on-one and outcomebased observations (d = 5.47) were better
than workgroup (d = 0.47) observations in
dynamic settings.

Figure 1

Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Work Setting

Figure 2

Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Contact Rate

Feedback Mechanisms
All studies included verbal feedback,
with 14 (providing 19 data sets) using
posted feedback charts, six studies (with
seven data sets) providing a written analysis of observation results and five studies
(with six data sets) using weekly briefings
with employees. Separated into feedback
method groups, three groupings contained
only one study, the results of which are
viewed solely as indicative, not definitive.
Figure 5 (p. 43) shows the impact the
various feedback mechanisms exerted on
incident reduction and behavior change. Of
the groups containing more than one study,
a combination of posted, verbal and written
feedback presented at weekly briefings was
the most effective method. Effect sizes for
injury reduction (d = 10.5) and behavior
www.asse.org FEBRUARY 2009 PROFESSIONAL SAFETY
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Figure
Figure 3 3
Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Observation Focus
those using one to two or three to four
mechanisms. Analyses revealed that more
feedback mechanisms led to greater injury
reduction (d = 8.9 vs. 3.7) and larger
behavioral improvement (d = 5.51 vs.
2.21). These results (Figure 6) hold for
injury reduction in both static and dynamic settings. This is also mostly true for
behavior change, except one to two feedback mechanisms (d = 2.66) was slightly
better than three to four mechanisms (d =
2.4) in dynamic settings.

Figure
Figure 4 4
Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Observation Focus
& Work Setting

reasons for particular unsafe behaviors. Verbal feedback was effective for injury reduction (d = 4.8) but did
not lead to statistically significant behavior changes
(d = 1.9). Conversely, posted feedback produced
behavioral changes (d = 2.2) but nonsignificant injury
reductions (d = 2.9).
Due to the limited number of studies in three
feedback groupings, studies were subdivided into
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Design Structure
In terms of goal-setting, eight of the
studies made use of implicit goals, with 10
data sets. Six studies used assigned goals
providing 10 data sets, while three studies
used participative goals, providing four
data sets. Six studies included training in
their interventions, providing nine data
sets, with only one making use of competition and incentives.
The analysis of the various design
structures produced interesting results
(Figure 7, p. 44). First, the effects of design
structure are on injury reduction rather
than behavior change. Ignoring the two
designs with only a single study, goal-setting and feedback (d = 8.7) reduced
injuries more than training, goal-setting
and feedback (d = 5.8) and feedback only
(d = 3.5) designs.
At first glance, this suggests that the
motivational effects of explicit safety improvement goals are neutralized by safety
training. However, six of the eight studies
in the training, goal-setting and feedback
condition used assigned goals, which
proved to be the least effective for injury
reduction (Figure 8, p. 44). Both participative (d = 9.92) and implicit (d = 6.6) goals
were more effective at reducing injuries
than assigned goals (d = 2.3), which produced nonsignificant reductions. Behavioral change was also greater when
participative goals were used (d = 5.6) compared to implicit (d = 3.2) and assigned
goals (d = 2.16).
Discussion
This behavioral safety review revealed
some interesting findings, some of which
support popular opinion, others which contradict it. Based on the studies reviewed,
behavioral safety does improve safety behavior and
reduce injuries. However, the studies also show that
some process designs are more effective than others.
Injury reductions and behavior changes in static
settings were twice those of dynamic settings.
Within static settings, a workgroup approach reduced injuries about six times more than a one-onone observation focus on individuals. Since about
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51% of behavioral safety processes observe individ- that safety is important and taken seriously by the
uals (Cooper, 2008), this is an important finding. company.
Although feedback alone reduces injuries and
Workgroup observations are probably more effective because of peer pressure resulting from social changes behavior, processes incorporating explicit
dynamics within a workgroup (Mullen &
Copper, 1994). This helps people perform
Figure 5
safely even when not being observed.
Similarly, group feedback is more effective
than one-on-one feedback to individuals
(Alvero, Bucklin & Austin, 2001). Together, these factors help to positively reset
group norms, which in turn positively
influences the prevailing safety culture
(Cooper, 2000).
That behavioral safety works in dynamic settings is good news, as implementations can be very difficult in settings where
people, the working environment or both,
change regularly. In these environments,
observing outcomes (e.g., unsafe conditions) reduced injuries slightly more than
monitoring individuals, both of which significantly reduced injuries more than workgroup-focused approaches. This shows
workgroup observations are more effective
in static settings, while one-on-one observations are more suited to dynamic settings.
Thus, a focus on unsafe conditions in conjunction with one-on-one observations
have an important role to play in settings
where the people and/or the environment
are subject to continual change.
Supporting the anecdotal evidence in
the field, daily or intermittent contact
Figure 6
rates produced larger effects on both
behavior and injury reduction than weekly contact rates, which produced nonsignificant changes. Approximately 47%
of behavioral safety processes use a weekly contact rate (Cooper, 2008), which suggests that increased contact rates would
benefit these users. Greater contact rates
for line management’s weekly inspections
would also help to maintain a consistent
focus on safety, which, in turn, may lead to
further injury reductions.
Processes that use three to four feedback mechanisms had more than twice the
impact on injuries and behavior than
those with one to two mechanisms, in
both static and dynamic settings. The
overall message, therefore, is to “use it is
to make it useful.” Behavioral safety
processes should use as many feedback
mechanisms as possible to facilitate any
necessary adjustments in performance
(Algera, 1990). Different people pay attention to different forms of feedback and by
using several mechanisms people may
perceive they are part of the safety
improvement process, not the problem.
More feedback also transmits the message

Figure 5

Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Feedback Mechanism

Figure 6

Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Number of
Feedback Mechanisms
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goals and/or training about the behavioral targets
were between one and two times more effective,
suggesting these designs helped to maximize the
benefits of the process. However, participative goals

Figure
Figure 7 7
Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Design Structure

Figure
Figure 8 8
Changes in Behavior & Injury
Reduction by Goal Type

were superior to assigned goals, which produced
nonsignificant injury reductions. The likely reason
participative goals are more effective is that employees jointly work out the best ways to achieve their
goals (Locke & Latham, 2002), which
induces commitment to goal achievement
(Cooper, 1992; Ludwig & Geller, 1997).
Limitations
One limitation of this review was the
relatively small number of published
research studies that fit the established criteria for inclusion. Excluding some published articles simply because they did not
report the appropriate change statistics or
failed to specify the observation contact
rate meant some groupings of design
characteristics were limited to only one or
two studies.
For example, only one study was available in the training and feedback group,
so it was not possible to draw meaningful
conclusions about the effectiveness of this
design. This also restricted the analyses of
other possible design combinations. Many
companies and providers have implemented behavioral safety using various
designs. These could and should be analyzed and published as case studies so
that behavioral safety can evolve to the
point where it always works, in all types
of work settings.
Conclusion
The results of this review show that the
design of a behavioral safety process is as
important as the psychology of behavioral
safety (all studies reviewed are based on
the same psychological research). Simply
measuring behavior and providing consequences is not enough to sustain incident
reduction. Designs that incorporate daily
observations, focus on workgroups in
static settings and use participative goals
with multiple feedback mechanisms will
reduce injuries more than others. All
behavioral safety processes require strong
management support to help deliver the
intended benefits and sustain them over
the longer term (Cameron & Duff, 2007;
Cooper, 2006a; 2006b). Without it, even the
best designed process can fail. 䡲
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